The global structure of solar corona observed in optical window is governed by the global magnetic field with different characteristics over solar activity cycle. Ludendorff flattening index becomes a popular measure of the global structure of solar corona as observed during eclipse. In this study, 15 digital images of solar corona from 1991 to 2016 were analyzed in order to construct the coronal flattening profiles as a function of radius. In most of the cases, the profile can be modeled with 2nd order polynomial function so that the radius with maximum flattening index (R max ) can be determined. Along with this value, Ludendorff index (a + b) was also calculated. Both Ludendorff index and R max show anti-correlation with monthly sunspot number, though the R max values are more scattered. The variation of R max can be regarded as the impact of changing coronal brightness profile over equator.
INTRODUCTION
Corona is the outer part of solar atmosphere with density of ∼ 10 15 m −3 and temperature of millions of Kelvin. This layer has a total brightness of about 4 × 10 −6 times to the brightness of solar phototsphere (Hanaoka et al. 2012 ) such that observable only in short wavelength range (extreme ultraviolet and xray) or when the glaring photosphere is blocked by coronagraph or lunar disk during solar eclipse. Therefore, relatively rare occurrence of total solar eclipses provide opportunity to study solar corona in optical window (or white light) from the ground. In this window, the corona can be categorized into K (kontinuerlich) corona and F (Fraunhofer) corona with different properties. Continuum radiation of K corona, which dominates the inner part (r < 2 R ⊙ ), is caused by Thompson scattering of photosphere radiation by electron in the corona. In the outer part, interplanetary dust scatter Sun's radiation and create the F corona (Foukal 2004) .
Global structure of solar corona observed in optical window represents the electron distribution in this layer which is influenced by local and global magnetic field extending from photosphere to corona (e.g. Sýkora et al. 2003; Pasachoff et al. 2009 ). The change of coronal structure or shape over solar activity cycle is clearly observed. During minimum, there are few active regions and helmet streamers are relatively concentrated near the equator so that the corona tends to be flattened. Conversely, solar corona becomes more radially symmetric during maximum phase as the streamers are more evenly distributed over heliographic latitudes.
Quantitative parameters were defined to describe global structure of solar corona, some of which are photometric or Ludendorff flattening index (Ludendorff 1928) , geometric flattening index (Nikolsky 1956 ), angular extent of streamer-free polar regions (Loucif & Koutchmy 1989) , modified flattening index (accounting magnetic tilt Gulyaev 1997), and latitudinal span of helmet streamers (Tlatov 2010) . Among those parameters, Ludendorff index becomes the most popular measure and regularly obtained from every corona observation during solar eclipse (Pishkalo 2011) . This index can be regarded as the flattening of solar corona at 2R ⊙ heliocentric distance whose values range from ∼ 0 during solar maximum to ∼ 0.4 during solar minimum. Pishkalo (2011) has already compiled Ludendorff index from 1851 to 2010 and demonstrated the correlation between this index and monthly sunspot number (SSN ). However, a rather scattered data obscures this correlation. Similar problem occurred at the variation of flattening index as a function of solar activity phase. From particular eclipse event, some observers may get different flattening index. This difference arise from several influencing factors such as observational bias (Sýkora et al. 1999) , diverse detector characteristics (e.g. film emulsion), exposure time, number of isophotal contours used to calculate flattening index, poorly-oriented image, to the different statistics implemented (Pishkalo 2011) . These factors can be minimized or even eliminated by implementing homogeneous method of analysis that becomes a main focus of this study.
The objectives of this study are to re-analyze publicly available coronal images from 1991 to 2016 solar eclipses and to construct radial profiles of flattening index. From each profile, R max that represents the equatorial radius with maximum flattening index can be determined so that the variation of this value over solar cycle can be examined together with Ludendorff index. Data used and method applied in this study are explained in section 2, while the result and discussion are presented in section 3. The study is concluded in section 4.
DATA AND METHOD
The diameter is just the sum of two opposite radii with specific pixel counts and it is deduced from previously constructed brightness profile. The values of ǫ range from 0.0 to 0.4, depend on the phase of solar activity (and some other factors). Typically, flattening index increases by radius in the inner corona (up to R max = 1.5 − 2.5 R ⊙ ) and than declines to minimum value. Previous authors often create isophotal contours of solar corona and calculate flattening index in each contour, while in this study, continuous brightness profile was used to determine the index in smaller interval of radius. In this way, the uncertainty of the flattening index can be calculated using simple rule of error propagation. Large dispersion in brightness profile tends to produce larger uncertainty of flattening index. At last, the resulted plot of flattening index versus equatorial radius can be regarded as flattening profile of the solar corona.
Following the typical increase and decrease of flattening index over equatorial radius (r), it is plausible to model the flattening profile using 2nd order polynomial function. The fitting was implemented to the data, particularly in the range of r ≤ 3 R ⊙ . This restriction is necessary since error of ǫ increases by radius or the drop of coronal brightness. Besides, statistical weighting was applied in order to get more robust fitting. Based on this fitting, the radius with maximum flattening index (R max ) and its uncertainty can be obtained.
The value of R max was used as the structural boundary between inner and outer corona. Flattening index of the inner part can be modeled using linear function: 
Bazin et al. (2015) 2016-03-09 Sigi, Indonesia A. Rachman Dani et al. (2016) and the summation of the two coefficients of regression represents Ludendorff flattening index which is defined as coronal flattening at r = 2 R ⊙ . Additionally, the uncertainty of Ludendorff index was calculated according to the uncertainties of the two coefficients. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Flattening Profile
Compiled eclipse images that enclose the corona up to 2-3 solar radius (a bit inside the scope of SOHO/LASCO C2 field) enable the construction process of coronal flattening profile as a function of equatorial radius. Resulted profiles from 15 eclipse cases are presented in Figure 3 , while shape parameters which consist of R max and Ludendorff index are summarized in Table 2 . Compiled index from literatures are also presented as the main comparison together with solar activity phase as defined in Ludendorff (1928) , e.g. Φ = (T ecl − T min )/|T max − T min |, where T ecl is the time of eclipse, while T max and T min are the times of maximum and minimum of solar activity enclosing to T ecl . As shown in Figure 3 , in most cases (80% of the sample) flattening profile obviously indicate rise and fall that fit sufficiently good with the quadratic function. From this fitting, flattening indices reach maximum value at R max that range between 1.2 to 2.1 R ⊙ with typical uncertainties below 0.2 R ⊙ . The largest value is R max = 2.09 R ⊙ which was obtained from the last solar eclipse (9 March 2016). In this case, flattening profile shows a strong linear increase up to R max and then sharply declines at larger radii. A rather flat brightness profiles at large radii produce larger uncertainty at this range. However, by employing statistical weighting, acceptable quadratic function of the flattening profile can be obtained.
There are two cases where the flattening profiles unfit significantly to quadratic functions and the implemented method failed to determine the reasonable value of R max . They are solar corona of 21 June 2001 and 13 November 2012 solar eclipses. Both eclipses occurred during the maximum phase of solar activity during which the Sun exhibited more helmet streamers. For the former case, streamers and coronal rays radiate from almost all over heliographic latitude such that solar corona appears to have a low flattening index. Pishkalo (2011) obtained Ludendorff index of a + b = 0.07 from white-light portrait of 2001 solar corona while this study got a bit higher value, a + b = 0.11. In general, there Quadratic function (dot-dashed) was fitted to the data to obtain radius with maximum ǫ (R max ). Data with r ≤ R max (filled circles) were used in linear regression (dashed) to determine Ludendorff index.
is declining trend of flattening index though fluctuations are observed and the values at the outer part have a larger uncertainties. If the examination is concentrated to the small radius, one may realize that the flattening profile reaches maximum approximately at r = 1.5 R ⊙ , and than declines slightly. In this case, statistical weighting is crucial and the obtained value of R max ≈ 1.5 R ⊙ and a + b ≈ 0.11 are sufficiently convincing.
Almost similar pattern is observed in the flattening profile of 2012 coronal image. Flattening index decreases monotonically to minimum allowed value such that a + b = 0.02 was concluded. Polynomial fitting algorithm gave a parabolic curve directed upward since there are two data points with positive trend at large equatorial radius. This fitting is invalid. At small radius, flattening index can not be calculated because of saturated pixels. However, the produced flattening profile and determined Ludendorff index is in agreement with the result of Pasachoff et al. (2015) who obtained a + b = 0.01. Visual inspection may lead to approximated value of R max = 1.3 R ⊙ since ǫ reach maximum at this radius. 
Shape Parameter Over Solar Cycles
As summarized in Table 2 Compared to the change of Ludendorff index, the cyclical variation of R max is obscured by large dispersion at Φ ≈ −0.7. R max that obtained from 1991, 2001, 2015, and 2016 can be regarded as deviating cases if 11-years cycle is expected. For 1991, the deviation is also occurred in Ludendorff index and might be related to the flattened corona that has been discussed by Sýkora et al. (1999) . They doubted the definition of Ludendorff flattening index with its regular change over solar cycle by arguing that the projected position of helmet structure on the celestial plane influences the appearance of the solar corona, which in turn, the observed shape and flattening. Due to the Carrington rotation for 2-3 days, the observed flattening index may change drastically. This can be considered as the source of intrinsic scatter of flattening index over solar activity cycle. For the case of 2001 solar eclipse, solar activity was at maximum level and helmet structures were distributed almost evenly in every direction (see Figure 1) . The constructed flattening profile is somewhat flat with scatter at large radii. These conditions make the fitting a bit difficult. On the other side, the last two cases (2015 and 2016 eclipses) correspond to well-defined flattening profiles with relatively large R max (see Figure 3) .
The R max value and its variation over solar cycle are rarely discussed in literatures. The following explanation is proposed to interpret this shape parameter and its change. It starts from the fact that the brightness of solar corona (K+F) in both equator and polar direction decline as the electron density drops exponentially (Newkirk 1967; Badalyan 1996) . However, the declining rate in polar direction is a bit higher (steeper) compared to the one in equatorial direction (Lebecq et al. 1985 ; Hanaoka et al. 2012). While the coronal oblateness arise from the absolute difference of polar to equatorial brightness profile, the difference among declining rate causes variation of flattening index along solar distances. Flattening indices increase at r < R max and decrease at r > R max . The value of R max may change due to the change of brightness profile of the corona. Badalyan (1996) examined white-light coronal images taken in 1952 to 1983 and found that density parameter of solar corona (n 0 ) in equator direction (assuming hydrostatic equilibrium) varies between 2 × 10 8 cm −3 at minimum phase of solar cycle to 4 × 10 8 cm −3 during maximum. Contrary, n 0 in polar direction fluctuates around 1 × 10 8 cm −3 with insignificant amplitude over solar activity cycle. The discrepancy between equatorial change and polar change may explain the variation of R max that depends on solar activity cycle.
CONCLUSION
In this study, 15 white-light solar coronal images taken during solar eclipses that occurred in 1991 to 2016 have been analyzed using semi-autonomous method such that shape parameter of the corona can be determined. Flattening profiles as a function of radius for very images have been produced. In most cases (80% sample), the flattening profile can be modeled using 2nd order polynomial function such that the radius of maximum flattening (R max ) can be determined. At small heliocentric distances (r ≤ R max ), flattening index increases almost linearly and the Ludendorff index (flattening at r = 2 R ⊙ ) can be extrapolated. In agreement with previous studies, Ludendorff index anti-correlates with monthly sunspot number. Additionally, this study shows that R max change over solar cycle at the same phase of flattening index variation. The change of R max can be interpreted as the observational consequences of the change in equatorial brightness profile that is different to the brightness profile in polar direction.
